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fiscal decentralization in developing countries - fiscal decentralization in developing countries: an
overview richard m. bird and franÇois vaillancourt recent years have seen worldwide interest in ﬁscal
decentralization. developed countries are reshaping their intergovernmental ﬁscal struc-ture to be more in
tune with the realities of the “post-welfare state” rethinking decentralization in developing countries ization policy in many developing countries. much of the literature on decentralization, norma-tive and
empirical, is based on industrial countries. developing nations, however , have ver y dif fer ent insti - tutional
frameworks. given that the w orld bank’ s work is exclusively in developing countries, it must careful- fiscal
decentralization in developing countries: a review ... - disadvantages of fiscal decentralization have
been realized. anecdotal evidence and case studies provide some insights, but additional policy
experimentation and more systematic research are needed to understand more broadly the realities of and
prospects for fiscal decentralization in developing countries. fiscal decentralization: theory as reform - the
last decade has seen a renewed interest in the concept of fiscal decentralization or fiscal federalism. this
comes after a half-century of fiscal centralization in most developed and developing nations. this paper
examines the theory behind fiscal decentralization and suggests the reasons for its renewed popularity. two
countries are decentralization in developing economies - decentralization in developing economies lucie
gadenne* monica singhal† march 2014 abstract standard models of fiscal federalism suggest many benefits of
decentralization in developing economies, and there has been a recent push toward decentralization around
the world. however, developing countries presently still have less fiscal decentralisation in developing
countries essons for ... - fiscal decentralisation in developing countries essons for bangladesh there is an
ongoing debate in bangladesh in civil society and among policymakers, whether the country should move from
a highly centralised unitary state to a more devolved entity. demand fiscal decentralization in developing
countries - assets - fiscal decentralization in developing countries, edited by professors bird and vaillancourt
and featuring important, original, and up-to-date research from leading scholars, assesses the progress,
problems, and potentials of ﬁscal decentralization in a variety of developing countries around the world.
concept of fiscal decentralization and worldwide overview ... - implementation of fiscal decentralization
differ greatly across developing countries due to differences in economic and political structures. this diversity
creates challenges to measure and compare the degree of decentralization across countries and to make
generalizations about it. existing decentralization indicators fiscal decentralization in developing and
transition economies - fiscal decentralization in developing and transition economies ... (see also watts,
1999). the world bank has had programs in support of decentralization in 74 countries during 1986-2001. 5 to
the local level). localization has been pursued through varying combinations of political, administrative and
fiscal decentralization initiatives. ... fiscal decentralisation in developing countries ... - fiscal
decentralisation in developing countries: challenges and prospects. odd-helge fjeldstad . chr. michelsen
institute & international centre for tax and development . cmi & ictd . centre for policy dialogue and chr.
michelsen institute. dhaka, 5 october 2013 fiscal decentralization and the challenge of hard budget ... iii developing countries with histories of federalism and fiscal decentralization 187 6 argentina: hardening the
provincial budget constraint 189 stephen b. webb 7 federalism and bailouts in brazil 213 jonathan rodden 8 the
challenge of fiscal discipline in the indian states 249 william j. mccarten iv newly decentralizing countries in
transition287 decentralization and inflation in developed and developing ... - decentralization and
inflation in developed and developing countries do political and fiscal decentralization make it easier or harder
to control inflation? if high inflation reflects the time inconsistency problem, devolving power might restrict the
center’s ability to renege on promises of monetary stability, thus reducing inflation. if fiscal decentralization
and economic growth: a cross ... - we use a panel data set of 46 countries over the 1970]1989 period to
investigate the relationship between fiscal decentralization and economic growth. we find a negative
relationship between fiscal decentralization and growth in developing countries, but none in developed
countries. several explanations are offered for our findings. q 1998 ... fiscal decentralization and economic
development - ntanet - fiscal decentralization and economic development wallace e. oates* the point of
departure for my contribution to this symposium is the striking contrast in the extent of fiscal centralization of
the industrialized and the developing countries: government in the developing nations ap- lse ‘europe in
question ’ discussion paper series fiscal ... - fiscal decentralization and economic growth 2 effects of
fiscal decentralization are different in developed and in developing countries. this is the case of davoodi and
zou (1997), who conclude that fiscal decentralization is negatively correlated to economic growth in
developing countries, but has no significance in developed countries.
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